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ABSTRACT
In a large scale study on 843 transcripts of Technology, Entertainment and Design (TED) talks, the authors 
address the relation between word usage and categorical affective ratings of lectures by a large group of 
internet users. Users rated the lectures by assigning one or more predefined tags which relate to the affective 
state evoked in the audience (e. g., ‘fascinating’, ‘funny’, ‘courageous’, ‘unconvincing’ or ‘long-winded’). 
By automatic classification experiments, they demonstrate the usefulness of linguistic features for predicting 
these subjective ratings. Extensive test runs are conducted to assess the influence of the classifier and feature 
selection, and individual linguistic features are evaluated with respect to their discriminative power. In the 
result, classification whether the frequency of a given tag is higher than on average can be performed most 
robustly for tags associated with positive valence, reaching up to 80.7% accuracy on unseen test data.
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INTRODUCTION
Sensing affect related states, including interest, 
confusion, or frustration, and adapting behavior 
accordingly, is one of the key capabilities of 
humans; consequently, simulating such abilities 
in technical systems through signal processing 
and machine learning techniques is believed to 
improve human-computer interaction in general 
(Schuller & Weninger, 2012) and computer 
based learning in particular (Aist, Kort, Reilly, 
Mostow, & Picard, 2002; Forbes-Riley & Lit-
man, 2010). Important abilities of affective tu-
tors or lecturers, besides emotional expressivity 
(Huang, Kuo, Chang, & Heh, 2004), include 
the choice of appropriate wording, which has 
been found to be highly important in computer DOI: 10.4018/jdet.2013040106
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based tutoring to support the learning outcome 
(Narciss & Huth, 2004). Furthermore, there is 
increased evidence for the influence of affect 
related states on the learning process (Craig, 
Graesser, Sullins, & Gholson, 2004; Bhatt, 
Evens, & Argamon, 2004; Forbes-Riley & Lit-
man, 2007). In particular, previous studies high-
lighted the relation between system responses 
in a tutoring dialogue and student affect (Pour, 
Hussein, Al Zoubi, D’Mello, & Calvo, 2011); it 
turned out, for example, that dialogue acts of an 
automated tutor influence student uncertainty 
(Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011). However, these 
studies do not take into account the linguistic 
content of lectures as a whole; hence, we aim 
to bridge this gap by addressing the automatic 
assignment of categorical affective ratings by a 
large audience to on-line lectures from the TED 
talks website (www.ted.com/talks). This predic-
tion is based on learning the relation between 
linguistic features of the speech transcripts 
and the ratings given by the audience, which 
comprises many thousands of internet users in 
our case. Such automatic predictions can be 
immediately useful to evaluate the quality of 
lectures given by a distant education system, 
and to gain insight into which lecture topics or 
lecturing strategies are related to certain affec-
tive states. The aspect of predicting the induced 
affect from the lecturers’ speech has—to our 
knowledge—not been addressed in a systematic 
fashion so far: Rather, in (Forbes-Riley & Lit-
man, 2011), features from student responses to 
the system and abstract goals of the dialogue 
manager are used to analyze student affect. In 
this respect, that study is somewhat related to 
sentiment analysis (Schuller & Knaup, 2010) 
or opinion mining (Turney, 2002), where the 
goal is to deduce the affect of the users from 
written reviews. However, in our study we aim 
at predicting the users’ affective ratings based 
on the lectures themselves. This also distin-
guishes our contribution from the large body of 
literature on prediction of (ordinal-scale) movie 
ratings—for a recent study on the public Internet 
Movie Database (IMDB), we refer to (Marovic, 
Mihokovic, Miksa, Pribil, & Tus, 2011). In that 
field, in contrast to our study, the vast majority 
of approaches seem to be exploiting similarities 
in user profiles rather than features of the rated 
objects (instances in terms of machine learning), 
such as in (Marlin, 2003).
Finally, in contrast to many previous stud-
ies focusing on singular affects or ratings on a 
single ‘good or bad’ scale, we investigate the 
multi-label categorical ratings from the TED 
talks website which are given by internet users 
through assignment of tags to each talk. The tag 
set is determined by the creators of the TED 
talks website. These tags are on the one hand 
directly associated with the emotion evoked in 
the audience (e. g., ‘obnoxious’, ‘funny’); on the 
other hand, they can refer to perceived attributes 
of the speaker resulting in a certain affect of 
the audience (e. g., ‘courageous’, which may 
result in ‘feeling moved’). Third, the tags may 
describe the argumentative structure of the talk 
(e. g., ‘long-winded’, ‘unconvincing’), which 
is arguably reflected in affective states such 
as ‘boredom’ or ‘confusion’ which are often 
investigated in the context of tutoring (Pour 
et al., 2011; Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011). 
For the most part, these tags refer to emotion-
related states (e.g., confusion, feeling inspired) 
rather than full blown ‘Big 6’ emotions, while 
‘obnoxious’ (arguably, the ‘strongest’ of the 
14 tags) could roughly correspond to disgust. 
Furthermore, in most cases, tags can be clas-
sified into those inducing positive or negative 
valence (e.g., ‘confusing’ and ‘long-winded’ for 
negative valence, and ‘inspiring’ or ‘fascinating’ 
for positive valence).
On lectures from the TED talks website, 
a slightly tongue-in-cheek analysis has been 
performed as to the relation of linguistic content 
and the user ratings (www.get-tedpad.com). 
This analysis is based on n-gram language 
modeling, and simplifies the categories to a 
‘good/bad’ classification; still, we are not aware 
of a scientifically rigorous study on this topic.
In the remainder of this article, we first 
detail our evaluation database, which contains 
843 TED talk transcripts of roughly two mil-
lion words. There, we also explain how we turn 
the analysis of categories into a dimensional 
problem by defining binary classification tasks, 
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which we consider relevant for practical ap-
plications in lecture evaluation. Then, the ex-
perimental setup and results, including feature 
extraction and classifiers, are laid out. Finally, 




The TED talks web site offers over thousand 
lectures from a wide range of topics. The speak-
ers have a maximum of 18 minutes to talk. The 
language is English. The lectures are released 
under the Creative Commons BY-NC-ND li-
cense and are thus freely available for research. 
Transcripts are available for a majority of the 
lectures. For this study, we collected all 843 
transcribed lectures which were available at 
the time of data collection (April 2011); we 
expect this number to be further increasing in 
the future. While audio and video are available 
in addition to the transcript, we use text data 
exclusively in this study. In a real-life system 
for affect classification, one cannot always rely 
on ground truth transcripts, but one would have 
to use automatic speech recognition (ASR) 
instead. Yet, as our study focuses on linguistic 
features for a novel affect classification para-
digm, we thereby eliminate ASR inaccuracy as 
a confounding factor.
The TED website allows the users to rate 
each talk by selecting up to three of 14 pre-
defined tags; the number of times that a certain 
tag has been assigned to a single talk will be 
called tag frequency in the following. In the 
collected data set, on average, the total amount 
of tags given is 1,695. This number indicates 
that each talk is rated by a few hundred users 
at least, supposing non-malicious system use. 
Since the ratings are anonymous, no information 
is available on the background of the raters; 
however, since all talks are given in English, a 
certain familiarity of the raters with the Western 
culture can be assumed safely. The available 
tags are shown in Table 1 along with statistics 
on the tag frequency.
One can see that the average tag frequencies 
vary strongly for different tags. For instance, the 
tag ‘inspiring’ is assigned 290 times per talk on 
average while ‘confusing’ is only assigned 18 
times. The maximum tag frequency of 13,989 
occurs for ‘jaw-dropping’ while ‘long-winded’ 
was assigned only 238 times at most. Overall, 
it is evident that positive tags seem to be as-
signed much more frequently than negative or 
neutral tags.
Subdivision
We split the corpus of 843 TED talks into a 
training, validation and test set. While the 
instances in the training set are used to build a 
model for classification, the disjoint test set is 
used to evaluate its ability to label unseen test 
data (cf. the section ‘Automatic Classification 
Experiments’ below). The validation set is used 
to optimize design decisions or ‘hyperparam-
eters’ in the process of building classification 
models on a set that is disjoint from both the 
training and the test set. While the precision 
of the estimated model parameters is generally 
expected to increase with larger training sets, 
the statistical significance of the evaluation 
decreases with smaller validation and test set 
sizes. Taking into account these requirements, 
we split the corpus of 843 TED talks into a 
training, validation and test set of roughly equal 
sizes, following a straightforward protocol to 
foster reproducibility. Defining sj as the unique 
ID given by the website to talk j modulo 3, we 
assigned all lectures j with sj = 0 to the train-
ing, all with sj = 1 to the validation and those 
with sj = 2 to the test set. Since the talk ID 
depends on the order in which the lectures were 
published, this splits the corpus in a way that 
the distribution of newer and older lectures is 
nearly the same in all three sets—this ensures 
a near equal amount of user ratings in practice, 
since influence factors such as popularity can be 
assumed as random when following this parti-
tioning strategy. In the result, 277 lectures are 
contained in the training, 285 in the validation, 
and 281 in the test set. The slightly differing 
numbers of lectures per set are due to the fact 
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that the talk IDs are not continuous, probably 
since some of the lectures have been removed 
from the website.
Obtaining Dimensional Ratings
Unlike categorical annotation schemes often 
followed in emotion recognition (Schuller, 
Batliner, Steidl, & Seppi, 2011), the tags given 
by the users are not mutually exclusive. Hence, 
we treat the tags as dimensions in this study; an 
optimal way to assess and handle the possible 
interdependencies between those tags remains 
to be investigated in future research.
Thus, for each talk, a ‘14-dimensional’ 
annotation is obtained from the tag frequen-
cies. An essential part of this transformation 
is normalization: The total number of tags as-
signed to a talk strongly depends on the time 
that the talk has been already available at the 
website, and on the general popularity of the 
talk, which in turn may depend on the topic. In 
fact, the total number of tags assigned to a talk 
varies from 96 to 46 k.
Therefore, to obtain an annotation indepen-
dent of both the total number of ratings and the 
overall frequency of the tags, we first calculate 







where nij is the frequency of tag i for talk j and 
Nj is the total number of tags assigned to talk 
j. With this relative measure we set a threshold 
for each tag i, which allows to define a discrete 
class label c j
i
( ) ∈  { yes, no } indicating 
whether the tag i is assigned to talk j more 
frequently than ‘it could be expected’ or not. 
From an application point of view, this class 
label determines whether an automatic system 
should assign the tag i to the talk j. More pre-
cisely, the labels c j
i
( )  are computed by dis-
cretizing rij at the median mi of the rij among 
Table 1. Minimum, maximum and mean tag frequency per tag in the TED talks database 
Tag Frequency
Tag Min Max Mean
Positive
Jaw-dropping 0 13,989 176
Funny 0 7,185 113
Courageous 0 5,497 90
Fascinating 2 8,729 231
Inspiring 3 10,601 290
Ingenious 0 2,334 121
Beautiful 0 6,000 105
Informative 0 3,680 210
Persuasive 0 4,965 171
Neutral/Negative
OK 2 348 58
Confusing 0 526 18
Unconvincing 0 2,020 51
Long-winded 0 238 34
Obnoxious 0 1,026 24
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all lectures in the data set, i.e., c j
i
( )  = yes if 
and only if rij > mi.
It is notable that in our study, ratings are 
obtained from thousands of anonymous users 
while in fields such as personality analysis or 
emotion recognition often a carefully chosen set 
of annotators is employed to get a stable ground 
truth (Schuller et al., 2011). We are aware of the 
fact that quality control is a non-trivial issue; 
however, we argue that in contrast to ratings 
by large groups of paid subjects as done in 
crowdsourcing (Parent & Eskenazi, 2011), there 
is no incentive to produce ‘random’ ratings in 
our case. The fact that a user may—intention-
ally or not—assign the same rating multiple 
times can even be seen as valuable information 




The discrete class labels which are assigned to 
each talk allow viewing the prediction of user 
ratings as text classification problems. In general 
text classification, the goal is to automatically 
assign category labels to textual documents by 
means of linguistic features, such as occurrence 
of certain keywords. In our study, we consider 
one binary (yes/no) text classification problem 
per tag. We take a purely data-based approach 
where the relation of linguistic features and 
certain tags, including their relevance for clas-
sification, is learned fully automatically from 
a large set of training documents (cf. above).
Linguistic Features
This study focuses on the set of words and bag 
of words (BoW) models: In the set of words 
model, only binary features exist, which indicate 
the presence (1) or absence (0) of a word. In 
contrast, in a BoW model, features correspond 
to word counts. It has been observed that more 
sophisticated contextual models do not achieve 
fundamental improvements in comparison 
to the resulting blow-up of the feature space 
(Sebastiani, 2002). In addition, we considered 
the TF x IDF approach (term frequency times 
inverse document frequency). In this model, 
the first factor (TF) measures the frequency of 
a ‘term’ (in our case, a word) in a lecture. The 
second factor (IDF) is used to enhance preci-
sion, assuming that using terms which occur 
in a high percentage of the documents lead 
to many ‘false positives’ (Salton & Buckley, 
1988). In our experiments, we compute the 
IDF factor on the training set. The size of the 
feature space, corresponding to the vocabulary 
size of the training set, is 36 k. Hence, there is a 
need for classifier that can handle large feature 
spaces efficiently (cf. the subsequent section); 
furthermore, we investigate feature selection 
methods (cf. below).
Classifiers
The classification algorithms used for the ex-
periments are implemented in the Weka toolkit 
(Hall et al., 2009; Witten & Frank, 2011) for 
straightforward reproducibility. Naïve Bayes 
(NB) is designed for binary (set of word) features 
while Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) handles 
multinomial features, i.e., word counts as in the 
bag of words model (McCallum & Nigam, 
1998). Naïve Bayes classifiers are a popular 
technique for text classification, because they 
are fast and easy to implement (Rennie, Shih, 
Teevan, & Karger, 2003). They are probabilis-
tic classifiers which consider the probability 
P ĉ|d( )  that a document, represented as a vec-
tor d, is assigned to the class ĉ ∈  { yes, no }. 
By Bayes’ theorem, this probability can be 
expressed as:
P c
P c P c
P
ˆ





( ) = ( )  
where P c( )̂ is the prior probability of class ĉ , 
and P( | )̂d c  is approximated from the corre-
sponding relative frequencies measured in 
training data, following the ‘naïve’ assumption 
of conditional independence of the features. 
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For classification, the class maximizing (3) is 
selected; with respect to this maximization, the 
term P(d) is constant and can hence be ne-
glected. Due to the feature independence as-
sumption, both types of NB models can be 
trained very efficiently even with a high num-
ber of features, and it has been shown that while 
the assumption of feature independence might 
be violated in real-life applications, there are 
many data sets in which strong dependencies 
exist among attributes, yet Naïve Bayes achieves 
high accuracy (Domingos & Pazzani, 1997); 
for a possible explanation of this behavior we 
refer to the study by Zhang (2004).
Besides, we use Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) (Vapnik, 1995) with linear kernel, 
trained with the Sequential Minimal Optimiza-
tion (SMO) algorithm especially suited for the 
sparsity of our linguistic features, i.e., the situ-
ation where each feature has only few non-zero 
values among the instances (Platt, 1999). Linear 
support vector machines define a hyperplane 
which separates positive and negative instances 
in the vector space of features, while maximiz-
ing the margin, i.e., the distance between the 
hyperplane and the nearest positive example 
respectively negative example. Mathematically, 
if the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ classes are mapped to 1 and 
–1, SVM classify an instance d by means of:
ˆ ( )c bTd w d( ) = +sgn  
where sgn is the sign function, and w and b 
can be interpreted as a weight vector for the 
individual features and the classifier bias, 
respectively. Both these parameters are learnt 
from training data. Linear SVM are popular 
for text classification since they are robust to 
overfitting to high dimensional input spaces 
as their complexity is not determined by the 
number of features, but on the separation of 
the training examples by the margin, and text 
classification problems are likely to be linearly 
separable (Joachims, 1998).
For each of the three classifiers, the hyper-
parameters of the linguistic feature extraction 
methods were optimized on the validation set. 
For all of the classifiers it turned out to be 
beneficial to convert all words to lower case, 
and remove stopwords (e.g., the, for, but) ac-
cording to Weka’s (Hall et al., 2009) built-in 
list of English stopwords. Since every classifier 
was able to deal with the resulting number of 
features, no periodic pruning or selection of the 
top words ranked by frequency is applied. For 
the NB classifier, the performance of simple 
binary features could not be further improved 
by modifications such as multiplication of with 
the IDF. As expected, MNB showed the highest 
performance for TFs instead of binary features. 
Furthermore, it appeared beneficial to transform 
the TFs to their logarithm, without measuring 
IDF; finally, normalization of the feature vec-
tors to unity Euclidean length turned out to be 
advantageous. SVM surprisingly showed better 
effectiveness when only classifying by binary 
word presence. Moreover, in contrast to MNB, 
taking into account the IDF achieved better 
accuracy here. An overview over the combi-
nations of classifier and linguistic features is 
given in Table 2.
Feature Selection
In text classification, besides removal of stop-
words, often task-specific relevant features are 
selected. In this study, we apply two frequent-
ly used criteria to assess the relevance of fea-
tures: the χ2  statistic, measuring the statistical 
dependence between class labels and occurrence 
of terms, and information gain, quantifying the 
‘bits’ of information obtained for the prediction 
of the class label by knowing whether a term 
occurs in a training instance (Gabrilovich & 
Markovitch, 2004; Yang & Liu, 1999; Yang & 
Pedersen, 1997). As these methods are super-
vised, i.e., they require class labels, feature 
selection criteria are evaluated on the training 
set only.
Results and Discussion
With the features parameterized as above and 
the default classifier hyperparameters defined 
in Weka, classifiers are trained on the union of 
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training and validation set, and evaluated on 
the test set. For each of the tags the unweighted 
average recall (UAR) of the three different 
classifiers is measured. That is, the percent-
age of correctly classified instances (recall) is 
measured for both the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ classes and 
the unweighted average is taken. This measure 
is arguably better suited to imbalanced classi-
fication problems than conventional accuracy 
(Witten & Frank, 2011; Schuller et al., 2011): 
As the discretization threshold for the class 
labels is computed on the whole data set, the 
test set is not necessarily balanced for all tags; 
in our data set, the ‘most imbalanced’ tag in the 
test set is ‘obnoxious’, for which 153 instances 
exist in the ‘no’ and 128 in the ‘yes’ class. Table 
3 shows the UAR of the binary classification 
tasks for the 14 tags.
Overall, the results are encouraging: We 
observe remarkable performances of up to 
80.7% UAR for ‘funny’ (by MNB) and 80.2% 
UAR for ‘fascinating’ (by SVM). Furthermore, 
for all except three tag / classifier combinations, 
results are observed significantly above chance 
level UAR (50%, p < .05 according to a one-
tailed z-test). As a rule of thumb, 57% UAR 
have to be surpassed to ensure significance, 
which is not given for ‘confusing’ (MNB and 
SVM) as well as ‘obnoxious’ (NB). Still, for 
each tag, there is at least one classifier that 
performs above chance.
Regarding the choice of the classifier, 
we observe that SVM outperform NB and 
MNB in six of the fourteen tags. MNB is 
observed most effective for five other tags 
while NB surpasses both MNB and SVM 
for three tags. Significant differences (p < 
.05) are, however, only encountered in two 
cases: For ‘funny’ and ‘obnoxious’, MNB 
outperforms NB by about 7% absolute UAR. 
This could indicate that TF instead of binary 
feature representation is particularly effective 
for these ‘emotional’ tags.
Conversely, examining the results among 
tags, it is evident that the effectiveness strongly 
varies. Particularly, the tag with the highest 
UAR and the one with the lowest UAR dif-
fer by more than 20% absolute UAR for any 
of the three classifiers. The highest average 
UAR across all classifiers is achieved for the 
tag ‘beautiful’, which delivered an average 
UAR of 77.6%. With 56.8% average UAR, 
the tag ‘confusing’ lagged behind all others. 
In general, it is obvious that categories with 
a positive meaning consistently lead to better 
classification effectiveness, as can be seen 
from the mean UAR across positively associ-
ated tags and all classifiers (74.9% UAR) as 
opposed to negatively associated or neutral 
ones (60.3% UAR). This surprising fact is 
however understandable when one considers 
that the classifiers for positive and negative 
tags are built on different amounts of data: 
Remember that either there is a clear bias of 
the users towards assigning positive tags—or, 
a lack of ‘bad’ lectures in general, cf. Table 1. 
Furthermore, tags such as ‘confusing’, ‘uncon-
vincing’ or ‘long-winded’ arguably carry a high 
level (pragmatic) meaning that can hardly be 
captured by term frequency features in general. 
This phenomenon will be further discussed in 
the subsequent section.
Results using feature selection are shown 
exemplarily for the tag beautiful in Figure 1. 
In that case, feature selection can improve the 
results by up to 2% absolute, which is however 
Table 2. Parameterization of linguistic feature extraction for each classifier, optimized on the 
validation set. Normalization refers to enforcing unity Euclidean length of feature vectors. 
Classifier Features Normalization
NB 0/1 No
MNB Log. TF Yes
SVM 0/1 x IDF Yes
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not significant (p > .05) according to a one-
tailed z-test. Furthermore, the optimal number 
of features for SVM classification is above 20 
k. Similar results were obtained for the other 
tags; for none, significant UAR improvements 
could be obtained. This is in contrast to the 
behavior of feature selection reported in recent 
studies on sentiment analysis, e. g., (Schuller, 
2011), where large performance gains could be 
obtained by feature selection, and the optimal 
number of features was observed at two orders 
of magnitude below; arguably, the task to predict 
user ratings is more multi-faceted than senti-
ment analysis, requiring a larger of number of 
features. Again, this motivates a closer look at 
relevance of individual features, as performed 
in the next section.
FEATURE RELEVANCE
In Table 4, we show for four selected tags the 
most discriminative words, corresponding to the 
binary word features with the highest positive 
or negative feature weight in an SVM classifier 
which was built on training and validation set 
TF features normalized to have the range [0, 
1]. From the definition of linear SVM classi-
fication (cf. above), it follows that whenever a 
word corresponding to a feature with a positive 
weight occurs in a lecture, it will contribute to 
the classifier’s decision to label the lecture as 
a ‘yes’ (1) instance, and vice versa, negative 
weights will foster a decision for the ‘no’ (-1) 
class. Hence, words corresponding to high ab-
solute feature weights are most important for 
the model’s decision between the two classes.
Table 3. Unweighted average recall (UAR) for each tag and for the three classifiers. The highest 
UAR per tag is typed in bold face. ‘Mean’ denotes average UAR across classifier, and average 
UAR across positive / negative tags. 
UAR [%] Classifier
Tag NB MNB SVM Mean
Positive
Jaw-dropping 68.3 68.0 71.6 69.3
Funny 73.4 80.7 76.1 76.7
Courageous 73.3 77.5 78.8 76.5
Fascinating 76.1 76.3 80.2 77.5
Inspiring 69.4 73.3 71.7 71.5
Ingenious 74.1 74.4 73.7 74.0
Beautiful 75.2 78.0 79.6 77.6
Informative 72.4 75.7 77.5 75.2
Persuasive 73.3 76.2 77.6 75.7
Mean 74.9
Neutral/Negative
OK 63.0 60.9 61.1 61.7
Confusing 57.8 56.9 55.6 56.8
Unconvincing 60.2 61.5 61.0 60.9
Long-winded 63.8 61.1 63.2 62.7
Obnoxious 55.4 63.0 60.8 59.7
Mean 60.3
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For the tag fascinating (80.2% UAR), it 
seems that that on the one hand music is likely 
tagged as ‘fascinating’, on the other hand it 
is striking that many of the words that are in-
dicative for a positive (‘yes’) example can be 
connected with forms or appearance (‘size’, 
‘shape’, ‘dots’, ‘holes’, ‘patterns’ and ‘object’). 
One possible explanation could be that topics 
like nature, astronomy, architecture or art tend 
to be rated as fascinating by many people. 
Clearly, for the ‘no’ instances, words associ-
ated with society and economy are among the 
‘top ten’, such as ‘communities’, ‘campaign’, 
‘management’ or ‘poverty’. Overall, this sug-
gests a strong dependence of the rating on 
topic—it appears that the classifier learns an 
implicit model for topic classification. Next, 
when examining the most relevant words for 
the tag ‘courageous’ (78.8% UAR), results 
are more mixed: Among the positive feature 
weights, one notices a few topic-dependent ones 
such as ‘political’ and ‘justice’, but also words 
that are related directly or in a broader sense 
to ‘courage’, such as ‘support’ and ‘fear’ (the 
opposite of courage). Conversely, however, we 
observe that highly negative feature weights are 
given for words that can be considered ‘non-
political’: music and wine.
Among the words indicative of ‘persuasive’ 
lectures (77.6% UAR), we find some that can be 
interpreted as being characteristic of the argu-
mentation style—pointing out ‘difference(s)’, 
the ‘average’, or ‘effective’ (means)—but can-
not be attributed to a single topic; neither can 
the words with negative feature weights which 
include ‘photo’, ‘ultimate’ or ‘invisible’.
Finally, the results for the ‘negative’ tag 
‘unconvincing’, which with 61.0% UAR lags 
behind the tags with positive meaning, suggest 
some overfitting to particularly ‘convincing’ 
or ‘unconvincing’ training examples: What 
strikes is the fact that numbers appear among 
the top ten words of the tag ‘unconvincing’ for 
both positive and negative feature weights. In 
general, as could be expected from the model 
performance, the results are much harder to 
interpret. For instance, the fact that the word 
‘technological’ has a high weight for ‘uncon-
vincing’ is surprising.
Generally, one should keep in mind that 
these ten words are just a fractional amount 
of all relevant features. In fact, the very high 
number of relevant features is an essential char-
acteristic of text classification tasks (Joachims, 
1998). To further shed light on the importance 
of the top-ranked features, the positive and 
negative feature weights in the order of their 
absolute values are shown in Figure 2, for the 
‘fascinating’ and ‘obnoxious’ tags. We observe 
that weights decay rapidly for ‘fascinating’ 
Figure 1. Feature selection: Unweighted average recall (UAR) for the Beautiful tag, with in-
creasing numbers of features (total feature space: approx. 36 k features). No FS: No feature 
selection (cf. Table 3).
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Table 4. The ten most discriminative words, in the order of their absolute feature weight in the 
SVM, for classifying into ‘yes’ (tag frequency above median) and ‘no’ instances 
yes no yes no
music decline fear music
objects communities invited wine
experiments responsibility political web
surface campaign answers fairly
size father women blue
shape solutions support pattern
patterns conference village historical
evolution initiative woman objects
dots management prepared blocks
holes poverty justice binary
(a) ‘fascinating’ (b) ‘courageous’
yes no yes no
average built music 16
groups music alternative teachers
lose beautiful changing school
difference artificial technological dead
differences ultimate perception training
country june marketing forgot
staring enter decade inspiring
effective photo truck child
issue invisible 35 jail
aids motion broader impression
(c) ‘persuasive’ (d) ‘unconvincing’
Figure 2. Absolute feature weights of the most relevant features in linear SVM classification
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(which displays the highest UAR for SVM clas-
sification), indicating that the ‘top’ words are 
strongly indicative of the class, while weights 
are generally lower and decrease slower for 




We have introduced a novel paradigm for textual 
affect classification: the automatic prediction 
of subjective user ratings in affective dimen-
sions given to on-line lectures. These affective 
dimensions were deduced from the frequency 
of 14 prototypical adjectives (tags), assigned 
to a large database of transcripts of TED talks. 
Our results suggest that especially positive tags 
can be assigned robustly. Examinations of the 
classifier models reveal that for some tags, this 
might be due to implicit topic classification. 
Thus, future work could focus on multi-modal 
integration to combine linguistic features with 
acoustic and video features. Certainly, it could 
be believed that, e.g., incorporating prosodic 
anchors of charismatic speech (Rosenberg & 
Hirschberg, 2005) would benefit generaliza-
tion of the models. Yet, first experiments with 
automatic classification based on the acoustic 
feature set of the 2011 Audio/Visual Emotion 
Challenge (Schuller et al., 2011) resulted in 
only 55.5% UAR across the 14 tags on the 
test set—interestingly, the maximum of 65.8% 
UAR was obtained for the tag ‘long-winded’. 
Overall, this indicates that the methodologies 
for human affect recognition from speech can-
not be transferred directly to the task at hand, in 
contrast to the linguistic features investigated 
in this article. Besides acoustics, useful video 
features that influence the audience’s affect 
might include ‘low level’ global motion (optical 
flow) or histogram features, or ‘higher level’ 
features based on pre-classification, such as ac-
tion units, gestures or body posture—the latter, 
however, might prove challenging to extract 
in real-life, web quality recordings such as the 
TED talks database.
Furthermore, having demonstrated the 
principal usefulness of linguistic features 
for the task at hand, we will investigate the 
effect of using ASR instead of ground truth 
transcripts in order to show how the proposed 
text classification methods could be applied 
in a real-life system. For affect recognition, 
it is well known that ASR inaccuracies can 
considerably impact performance (Wöllmer, 
Weninger, Steidl, Batliner, & Schuller, 2011). 
In that sense, the proposed evaluation database 
will serve as a challenging testbed for robust 
speech recognition algorithms.
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